McCann Wins 37.8% in State Assembly Race; Sets Record for Libertarian in Two-Way Race

David McCann, Libertarian candidate for a California state assembly seat in a special election last month, received a record 37.8 percent of the vote, in a two-way race with the Governor's hand-picked man.

McCann's results set a record for the best showing by a third party candidate in a two-way race since 1936, and the best showing ever by a Libertarian Party candidate in a two-way race.

McCann's impressive results are being credited to hostility against the Governor and his tax hikes, among other things.

McCann, a Sacramento dentist, spent about $15,000 during the campaign.

The campaign apparently injected some energy into the Sacramento LP organization, which saw a membership increase of more than 50 percent between July and September.

Marrou/Lord To Run TV Ads In New Hampshire

32 Ads Scheduled Pre-Thanksgiving

The Marrou/Lord presidential ticket will soon begin running television ads in New Hampshire. Thirty-two ads are scheduled to run before Thanksgiving on the one major network affiliate that covers the entire state. No other candidates have yet booked ads.

A recent poll in the Manchester Union Leader, showed Marrou placing second after President Bush, with all Democrats trailing. The NHLP has been very high profile, recently announcing the defection of Republican Rep. Calvin Warburton, who now serves as a Libertarian legislator.

Blake Wins 4% for Mayor In Short, Active Campaign

Dr. Jimmy Blake, Chairman of the Alabama Libertarian Party, received four percent of the vote and placed third among six candidates for mayor of Birmingham, Alabama, in the October 8 primary election. The incumbent won overwhelmingly.

Blake decided last month to make a late entrance into the race for mayor. Although the results weren't as good as he had hoped, Blake said he was pleased that they had done what they had set out to do—highlight important issues: school choice, privatization, tenant management of public housing, and tax cuts. Blake called the campaign "a real class act."

Frank Monticelli, a campaign spokesman, said the campaign was disappointed in its treatment by the media. Despite Blake's showing of third in pre-election polls, the Birmingham News invited the second and fourth place candidates to write op-ed pieces for the paper and refused to allow Blake to do the same.
Libertarians Establish New Hampshire Base

By Elizabeth Levitan Spaid

BOSTON

Hampshire's Libertarian Party is carefully to see if the lessons they have learned in New Hampshire can apply elsewhere in the country. "We're seeing a lot of things very carefully to see if those lessons they have applied them here can be applied to the rest of the country," says Calvin Warburton, a longtime Republican in the state who speaks about the party's philosophy in New Hampshire and around the country.

Founded in 1971, the Libertarian Party is a political party with a growing following at the national level. It has a membership of over 250,000 registered voters. In the state of New Hampshire, there are about 100 Libertarian members, but the party is growing.
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"If this is the case, it's a very important moment for New Hampshire's Libertarian Party," says Warburton.
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Opinion

Libertarians have hope of best showing ever

The Libertarian Party, in convention at Chicago during the week of July 31, is expected to nominate Andre Marrou as its 1992 presidential candidate almost as an afterthought to hours of acrimony over philosophical and ideological purity.

Nancy Lord, a Washington, D.C., physician and attorney, was nominated for vice president.

Marrou, presently a real estate agent in Las Vegas, is one of three Libertarians who have actually won elective offices as high as state legislatures; he was elected to the Alaska legislature in 1982 and served two terms. Based on that record, he won nomination as the Libertarian vice presidential candidate in 1988.

Few media paid much attention to the Marrou nomination Saturday. The Associated Press provided a modest report, but most papers ignored the report altogether or carried just the first two or three sentences. The Libertarians got their best shots on obscure television.

C-SPAN used hours of time on Tuesday providing extensive coverage of the party's Friday platform debate. That could be considered positive attention only in the same sense that a gourmet food shop would be helped by a film exploring Bangladesh and the manufacture of sausage.

The really big boost for the party and its ticket was delivered by the MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour just about halfway through the Giant-Aprs football game Monday. Having tapped out just about every professor with any credential for talking about Boris Yeltsin, the show's producers afforded Roger Mudd nearly 15 minutes to chat with and about Marrou.

Mudd's demeanor in his series of reports about minority party candidates and observers Republicans and Democrats suggest that any challenge to George Bush is at least as ridiculous as Sen. Edward M. "Teddy" Kennedy's lingering presidential ambition. Which, of course, Mudd was probably prepared to acknowledge.

Marrou weathered the Mudd scorn better than most, however, calmly arguing that the United States could be governed by basic laws without a lot of bureaucrats and programs behind them. He argued convincingly the Libertarian position that the Internal Revenue Service and individual income taxes should be abolished.

Marrou seems honestly convinced the party will surpass its 1980 record, when Ed Clark got nearly 1 million votes. He thinks Democrats have about given up any hope of a serious challenge to Bush, and he supposes there is some chance Bush will stumble somehow next summer or fall. Maybe so, but he'll have to do something to get the party a lot more attention than it has won so far.

Libertarians File for 2 House Seats

By DON TIBBETTS
State House Bureau Chief

CONCORD — Libertarians will challenge Republicans and Demo-
crats in special elections Oct. 8 to fill state representative seats in New Hampshire.

"The day is over when Repub-
licans and Democrats are the only game in town," said Libertar-
ian Party of New Hampshire chairman Bill Winter yesterday, as Libertarians Craig Gould and Alan Groupe filed for the Derry and Milford contests respectively.

Former three-term state Rep. Phyllis Katzakiores, R-Derry, seeks a return to the Legislature after being unsuccessful in the 1990 GOP primary for state Senate.

She intends to "emphasize my strong support for the New Hampshire Constitution and my concern with people's is-

Democrats Victor A. Jubinville, a Derry machinist and active with the Derry Taxpayers Asso-
ciation, is making his first bid for elective office. "Everybody should do something to get in-
volved in government," Jubin-
ville said.

Gould, 42, a computer pro-
grammer from Derry, has run for three times as a Libertarian hopeful for the New Hampshire House.

Gould asserted that "Repub-
licans and Democrats have colli-
hed to keep certain failures of gov-
ernment under wraps. New Hampshire has the fifth highest per capita state debt in the con-

giguous 48 states. Our representa-
tives get too much out of taking the pledge, but just like Congress, they expect the next generation to pay the bill."

Katzakiores, Jubinville and Gould will face off in the Oct. 8 special election. Derry Mayor John Dowd requested the special balloting, although the Derry Council has yet to approve the re-

 COLUMN RIGHT/ TOL BETHELL
There's Not A Nickel's Worth of Difference

More and more, the Republicans and Democrats resemble a one-party system.

The Libertarian Party is holding its presidential nominating convention in Chicago this week, and for the first time it will receive live television coverage (on C-SPAN).

It's good to know that there is something different going on in American politics, and maybe the rest of us should pay attention, because the Republicans and the Demo-
crats more and more resemble a one-party system.

It's instructive to note why the Libertarianär are meeting about a year ahead of the others, incidentally. In the 50 states, the two major parties collide with one another to restrict access to the ballot, making it difficult for other political parties to be listed without time-consuming and costly petition drives.

If two dominant corporations were to monopolize access to the market, these corporations would certainly be charged with antitrust violations. But no one has ever sued a political party because the amalgamated Democrats and Republicans do it, and the problem is by no means as bad as we think.

Meanwhile, as Alabama's George Wall-
ace put it, there isn't a dime's worth of difference between the major parties. Since he said that, in the late 1960s, the differ-
ence that once existed has almost cer-

tainly diminished. It's not surprising that the primary voters are finding it difficult to muster presidential candidates for near-

year's race. The latest dropout is Sen. Albert Gore Jr. of Tennessee. What are the political and philosophical differences be-

 tween him and Bush? They are difficult to discern, to put it mildly. In declining to run, Gore mentioned family reasons, but it's also clear that he saw no reason to change his principle to oppose the President.

The really big boost for the party and its ticket was delivered by the MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour just about halfway through the Giant-Aprs football game Monday. Having tapped out just about every professor with any credential for talking about Boris Yeltsin, the show's producers afforded Roger Mudd nearly 15 minutes to chat with and about Marrou.

Mudd's demeanor in his series of reports about minority party candidates and observers Republicans and Democrats suggests that any challenge to George Bush is at least as ridiculous as Sen. Edward M. "Teddy" Kennedy's lingering presidential ambition. Which, of course, Mudd was probably prepared to acknowledge.

Marrou weathered the Mudd scorn better than most, however, calmly arguing that the United States could be governed by basic laws without a lot of bureaucrats and programs behind them. He argued convincingly the Libertarian position that the Internal Revenue Service and individual income taxes should be abolished.

Marrou seems honestly convinced the party will surpass its 1980 record, when Ed Clark got nearly 1 million votes. He thinks Democrats have about given up any hope of a serious challenge to Bush, and he supposes there is some chance Bush will stumble somehow next summer or fall. Maybe so, but he'll have to do something to get the party a lot more attention than it has won so far.
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'Something analogous to the Russian revolt is long overdue.'

shoulder, as self-congratulatory as could be, because the rest of us have wasted a lot of our money for us once again. The WashPost is a monument to the continuation of a collapse of will that was gained to do nothing.

Liberal defense welcome dollars in their two districts because their districts were the only ones in the state.

Civil rights! The Democrats want a quota bill, but the Republicans have rejected it earlier this year. His response was to urge the passage of a quota bill—in reality if not in name. Only trained lawyers can fathom the difference between his civil-rights bill and the Democrats' version.

As it goes, wherever you look, "Moderate Republicans" and "Moderate Democrats" have linked arms—and achieved a stranglehold on the country and on our checkbooks. They spend more of our money than ever, and we're supposed to be grateful because the "extremists" have been shunted aside.

Why do we have to put up with this? The tendency in the world is toward the decentralization of power. The Russian people in particular have shown us in recent months that a central government can be faced down. Something analogous to the Russian revolt is daily more and more resemble a one-party system.

The problem is that the American sys-

 "Something analogous to the
Russian revolt is long overdue."


democracy has become so corrupted by the redistribution of tax dollars. So many people are now on the take—whether defense contractors, or law enforcement or senior citizens—that there is a large and apparent loss of any conscience for maintaining the status quo.

It doesn't have to be permanent, as Moscow and Leningrad had to be. All Americans must first bestir themselves from their somnolence. The only game in town is the Libertarians this week. These are some of the issues they will be discussing. Only if enough of us register our approval with the current system, can it be changed.

—TOM BETHELL is a media fellow at the Hoover Institution.
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